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The main result of this paper is a classification of finite-dimensional representa-
 .tions of the Lie superalgebras sl m, 1 of supertraceless endomorphisms of the
 < .vector superspace of dimension m 1 . The classification extends to the so-called
 .singly atypical blocks of the Lie superalgebras sl m, n , but there exist wild
representation type blocks as soon as both m and n are G 2. Q 1998 Academic
Press
INTRODUCTION
 .  .Let m, n be two positive integers, with m, n / 1, 1 . Let g be the
 .  .  .superalgebra sl m, n or psl n, n see definition in Section 3.1 . By g-mod-
ule, we mean a finite-dimensional representation of g. We try to classify
indecomposable g-modules.
Let Xq be the set of isomorphism classes of simple g-modules. We call
blocks the parts of the finest partition of Xq such that two simple
modules belong to the same part as soon as they have a nonsplit extension.
For every block G, we denote by C the category of g-modules whoseG
composition factors belong to G. Then any indecomposable g-module lies
in a unique C .G
w xUsing Lemma 1.12 in 11 , we associate to every block G an integer
  .4 atp G g 0, . . . , min m, n called the degree of atypicality of G see Sec-
.tion 3.5 . For instance, we have atp G s 0 if and only if G is reduced to
one element. In this case, the corresponding simple module is typical in
 w x.the sense of Kac see 7 , and it is easy to show that C is equivalent toG
the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces endowed with a nilpotent
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matrix. A block G with a nonzero degree of atypicality is called atypical.
Notice that when n s 1, any atypical block has degree of atypicality 1. Our
main result is a combinatorial parametrization of indecomposable modules
in C , when atp G s 1, that we are going to describe now.G
 .A weighted oriented graph G s G, t is an oriented graph G of type
Ä 0 .A or A the cycle with 2 p vertices , with vertex set G and edge setp 2 py1
G1, endowed with a ``weight'' function t : G0 ª Z. Given such a G, we
1  .  .  .define a function s : G ª Z by: s i ª j s t j y t i . A weighted
oriented graph is strongly admissible if
 . 1 <  . <1 for any edge f g G , we have s f s 1;
 .2 for any distinct edges f and f 9 with a common vertex, we have
 .  .s f s f 9 s y1;
 .3 the oriented graph G is not an oriented loop;
 .4 G has no nontrivial cyclic automorphism. There is an example in
Section 7.1.
We denote by G the set of isomorphism classes of strongly admissible1
 . Xweighted oriented graphs of type A p G 1 . We denote by G the classp 2
  ..of triples G, f , d, t formed by a strongly admissible graph of type1
Ä 1 .  .A p G 2 , a marked edge f g G , and an element d, t g N* = C*.2 py1 1
X   « ..We denote by G the set obtained from G by identifying G, f , d, t2 2 1
  ..and G, f , d, t if f and f have a common vertex, where « s "1 is2 1 2
some sign depending on f and f a precise definition is given in Sec-1 2
.tion 7.1 .
 .  .THEOREM 1. Let m, n g N*, m, n / 1, 1 . Let G be an atypical block
 .of sl m, n such that atp G s 1.
 . w x w xi There exists a bijection z : G ª Z such that for any S , S9 g G
we ha¨e
< <w x w x1 if z S y z S9 s 1,1dim Ext S, S9 s .C G 0 otherwise.
 .ii There is a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of
indecomposable modules in C and G j G . This bijection is such that theG 1 2
multiplicity of a simple module S in the representation associated to an
y1 w x.  .element g g G j G is d ? >t z S where d s 1 if g g G .1 2 1
 .The bijection in ii bears much information. Indeed, we show in fact
that C is equivalent to the category of nilpotent Z-graded finite-dimen-G
sional representations of A, the quotient of the free algebra on two
generators dq and dy of respective degrees q1 and y1 by the relations
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 q. 2  y. 2  q y .d s d s 0 an A-module is nilpotent if d d is nilpotent ; the
set G j G is a ``natural'' parameter set for indecomposable such A-1 2
 .modules see Section 7.2 . This means that from the graph, we can recover
for instance the structure of submodules of the associated g-module.
 .Notice that A is the enveloping algebra of sl 1, 1 . Its indecomposable
w xrepresentations are given in 10 .
 .THEOREM 2. Let n G 2, and let G be an atypical block of psl n, n s
 .sl n, n rC Id such that atp G s 1.
 .i There exists a bijection z : G ª Z as in Theorem 1.
 .ii Indecomposable modules in C are parametrized by finite con-G
nected subqui¨ ers of the following qui¨ er:
y2 y1 0 1 2t s t s t
v v v v v v v??? ª ¤ ª ¤ ª ¤ ???
y2 y1 0 1 2s t s t s
v v v v v v v??? ¤ ª ¤ ª ¤ ª ??? .
Recall that the classification of indecomposable representations of the
 w xfree algebra F on two generators is not a solvable problem cf. 1 , Sect.
.4.4 . We will say that an Abelian category has wild type if it contains the
category of finite-dimensional representations of F; we will say that a Lie
superalgebra g has wild representation type if the category of g-modules
has wild type. While Theorem 1 describes all atypical representations of g
when m or n is 1, we prove the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 3. Assume that m, n G 2. Then sl m, n has wild representa-
 .  .tion type. If m s n, so has psl n, n s sl n, n rC Id.
Theorem 3 asserts that Xq contains at least one block G such that CG
has wild type as soon as n G 2. To be more precise, let us state:
Conjecture. For any block G with atp G G 2, C has wild type.G
It is not the first time that the problem is raised in the literature, but
quivers were never used systematically. G. Chmelev classified finite dimen-
 .sional indecomposable representations of sl 2, 1 with diagonalizable ac-
 w x.tion of the center of the even part see 3 ; D. Leites generalized the
 .  .  w x.result to sl m, 1 m G 2 under the same assumption see 8 . Besides, Y.
 .Su found some representations of sl 2, 1 with nondiagonalizable action of
the center. However, his list is incomplete; with the same notations as
above, he misses representations associated to elements in G with d G 22
 w x.see 12 . Acknowledgements are due to D. Leites for pointing out these
w xreferences. The results in this paper are announced in 6 .
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The basic idea of the proof is, given a block G, to find a quiver Q and a
system of relations R on Q such that C is equivalent to the category ofG
representations of the quiver with relations QrR. An abstract argument,
described in Section 1, allows to compute Q and R if we know enough
about projective modules.
There is a problem; there is no projective in the category of g-modules.
But we give amongst other preliminary results in Section 2 a filtration of
k .  .this category by nice subcategories C where k g N* that do contain
enough projectives. For example, objects in C 1. are g-modules with
semisimple action of the even part of g. We show that projectives in C k .
are extensions of k projectives in C 1.. We will use this to ``transfer
information'' from C 1. to C k ..
1.  w x.In Section 3, we describe C as a highest weight category see 4 . The
reciprocity principle we prove more or less reduces the problem to the
study of Kac modules, which play the role of Verma modules in C 1..
 .There are two cases. If m, n G 2, some Kac modules are complicated
 .enough to enable us to prove Theorem 3 see Section 4 .
But in a block G of degree of atypicality 1, Kac modules have a simple
 w x.structure, since their length is 2 this was first observed in 13 . From this,
we recover the structure of projectives in C 1. and a classification ofG
 .indecomposable modules therein Section 5 . Theorem 2 follows from
these computations. Then we prove that C k . is equivalent to the categoryG
of graded representations of the quotient of the algebra A above by the
 q y y q.k  .relation d d q d d s 0 Section 6 . Finally, we derive in Section 7 a
classification of nilpotent graded A-modules from Ringel's classification
of nongraded ones. Theorem 1 is then a consequence of Theorems 6.3.2
and 7.3.1.
CONVENTIONS. The ground field is C. Elements of Zr2Z will be de-
noted by 0 and 1, while 0 and 1 lie in Z.
1. METHODS FROM QUIVER THEORY
Let us call nice an Abelian C-linear category A where every object has
finite composition series and a projective cover. We would like to replace
the abstract problem of classifying indecomposable objects in A by a
problem of linear algebra. To that purpose, we want to give a kind of
presentation of A by quiver and relations, i.e., to associate to A a quiver
Q and a system of relations R on Q such that the category of representa-
tions of the quiver with relations QrR is equivalent to A.
For example, let A be the category of finitely generated modules over a
finite dimensional algebra A. Let Q be the quiver the vertices of which
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1  .are isomorphism classes of irreducible A-modules, with dim Ext S, S9A
w x w x arrows from the vertex S to the vertex S9 where S is any representant
w x. w xin the isomorphism class S , and let C Q be the quiver algebra of Q.
Then it is well known that A is Morita-equivalent to some quotient of
w x  w x .C Q cf. 1 , Sect. 4.1 .
The main result of this section, Theorem 1.4.1, is a slight generalization
of this result. It is well known to quiver-theorists and categoricians, but not
stated this way. We will write down the whole proof, and make a precise
statement afterwards.
1.1. Ingredients for the Qui¨ er Theorem
Nice Categories
We say a small Abelian C-linear category A is nice if morphism spaces
are finite dimensional, if every object in A has a finite composition series
and if A contains enough projectives. We denote by vect the category of
finite-dimensional vector spaces. Nice categories behave nicely since we
can apply Fitting's lemma.
LEMMA 1.1.1. Let A be a nice category. Then
 . i The endomorphism ring of any indecomposable object is finite
.dimensional and local.
 .ii Any object satisfies Krull]Schmidt theorem.
 .iii Any indecomposable projecti¨ e object has a unique simple quo-
tient.
 .  .iv Any object has a unique up to isomorphism projecti¨ e co¨er.
 .v For any object M, the number of isomorphism classes of indecom-
 .posable projecti¨ e objects P such that Hom P, M / 0 is finite.A
Notations. Let Xq be the set of all isomorphism classes of simple
 .  .objects in a nice category A. Assertions iii and iv give a natural
bijection from Xq to the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable
projective modules. For any l g Xq, we choose once and for all a simple
 .  .  .object S l of type l and a projective cover P l of S l .
Proof. Any endomorphism of an indecomposable module has only one
 .eigenvalue, so it is either bijective or nilpotent by Fitting's lemma .
 .  .  w x .Assertions i and ii follow see 1 , p. 7 .
Let us assume P is an indecomposable projective module with two
distinct maximal proper submodules M and M . Let j : M ª P be the1 2 i i
 .natural inclusion, and p : M [ M the natural projection for i s 1, 2 .i 1 2
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By assumption, the natural map p: M [ M ª P is surjective, so that it1 2
admits a section s. Let us set f s j p s: P ª P, we get f q f s Id. Sincei i i 1 2
we assumed Im f s M is distinct from P, f is nilpotent by Fitting'si i i
.  .lemma , so that tr f s 0. This yields to a contradiction, proving asser-i
 .tion iii .
 .  w x .  .Assertion iv is standard see 1 , p. 8 . Assertion v follows from
 .assertion iv when M is simple. Now, if M is an extension of M9 by M0,
 .  .  .then Hom P, M is an extension of Hom P, M9 by Hom P, M0 .A A A
Hence if the property holds for both M9 and M0, so does it for M, and we
conclude by induction on the length of M.
Qui¨ ers, Qui¨ ers with Relations, their Representations
Recall that a quiver is a directed graph. Given a quiver Q with vertex set
Xq, we define a C-linear category CQ. Its objects are the vertices of Q;
 . qthe space Hom l, m of morphisms between two objects l, m g X isC Q
the space of formal linear combinations of paths from l to m; composition
 w x .of morphisms linearly extends concatenation of paths cf. 5 , Sect. 4.1 .
A representation of Q is the data of a finite dimensional Xq-graded
<qvector space, say V s [ V , together with linear maps f : V ª VVlg X l l m
attached to every arrow f : l ª m. This defines a family of linear maps
 .  .Hom l, m ª Hom V , V ; these maps are compatible with composi-C Q C l m
tion. Morphisms of representations are morphisms of Xq-graded spaces
that commute with the action of all arrows. Representations of Q form an
Abelian category denoted Q-mod.
A system of linear relations on Q is a map R which assigns a subspace
 .  .  . q qR l, m of Hom l, m to each couple of vertices l, m g X = X , suchC Q
that, for any l, m, n g Xq,
R n , m (Hom l, n ; R l, m and .  .  .C Q
Hom n , m ( R l, n ; R l, m . .  .  .C Q
Given a system of relations R on Q, one can construct a new Abelian
category denoted CQrR, with objects Xq and morphisms defined by
 .  .  .Hom l, m s Hom l, m rR l, m . We denote by CQrR-mod theC Q r R C Q
full subcategory of Q-mod consisting of representations V such that for
  .  ..any vertices l, m, we have Im R l, m ª Hom V , V s 0. These areC l m
the representations of the quiver with relations QrR.
Ext-Qui¨ er of a Nice Category
Let A be a nice category. The Ext-quiver of A is the following quiver
Q: its vertex set is the set Xq of isomorphism classes of simple objects; the
number of arrows from the vertex l to the vertex m is d sl, m
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1   .  ..dim Ext S l , S m . This definition makes sense because A containsA
1  .enough projective objects, so that Ext M, N is a well-defined finiteA
dimensional vector space for any objects M and N.
Spectroid of a Category and its Representations
The full subcategory of A the objects of which are indecomposable
 .projectives is denoted S s S A and is called the spectroid of A. Any
contravariant functor S ª vect is called a representation of S . Since by
assumption the isomorphism classes of objects in S form a set, these
functors form a category denoted Mod-S , the morphisms of which are
natural transformations of functors. For example, for any object M in A,
 .the restriction Y of the functor Hom ?, M to S is an object in Mod-S.M A
w xWe make Mod-S into a C-linear abelian category as in 1 , Section 4.8.
Natural transformations will be denoted by a broken arrow, to be distin-
guished from functors and morphisms.
LEMMA 1.1.2. Let F be a contra¨ariant functor S ª vect. The following
are equi¨ alent
 .i F is a quotient of Y , for some projecti¨ e object P in A;P
 .ii All but finitely many isomorphism classes of objects in S annihi-
late F.
Any functor in Mod-S satisfying the conditions of the lemma is said to
be of finite type. The full subcategory of functors of finite type will be
denoted by mod-S.
 .Proof. According to Lemma 1.1.1 v , for any P, the functor Y annihi-P
lates all but finitely many indecomposable projective objects; a fortiori the
 .same is true for any quotient F of Y , since for any P9 in S , F P9 is aP
 .quotient of Y P9 .P
Conversely, let us assume that F annihilates all indecomposable projec-
 4  .tive objects but P , . . . , P . For any i s 1, . . . , r, let x be a basis1 r i j js1, . . . , si
 .   ..  .of F P with s s dim F P . By Yoneda's lemma, to any x g F Pi i i i j i
corresponds a natural transformation m : Y § F. To the object P isi j P ii
 .  .  .then associated a linear morphism m P : Y P ª F P . Besides,i j i P i ii
 . .m P Id s x .i j i P i ji
Let us set P s [r s P . From the discussion above, there is a naturalis1 i i
transformation m: Y § F, defined as the direct sum of all transforma-P
tions m 's. It remains to show that this transformation is surjective. Wei j
 .  .  .must check that, for any P9 g S , the map m P9 : Y P9 ª F P9 isP
 .surjective. We can assume F P9 / 0, that is P9 s P for some i. In thisi
 .  .case, F P is spanned by the basis x , and we already saw that x is ini i j j i j
 .the image of m P .i
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1.2. First Step of the Proof : S o p as a ``Quotient'' of CQ
q   .  ..For any m, l g X , we denote by rad P m , P l the set of all nonin-
 .  .  .vertible morphisms from P m to P l . Since P l is projective, a mor-
phism as above cannot be surjective, so that it takes values in the maxi-
 .   .  ..   .mal submodule of P l ; hence rad P m , P l s Hom P m ,A
 .. n  .  ..rad P l . We also define rad P m , P l to be the subspace of
  .  ..rad P m , P l consisting of sums of products of n noninvertible maps
between projectives.
  .  ..A noninvertible morphism in rad P m , P l will be called irreducible
2  .  ..if its image is not zero modulo rad P m , P l . The following lemma is
w xtaken from 1 , Proposition 2.4.3.
q 1   .  ..LEMMA 1.2.1. Let l, m g X . Then Ext S l , S m , HomA A
  .  . 2  ..P m , rad P l rrad P l * canonically.
We will denote by S o p the opposite category to S . Its objects are the
  .  ..   .o psame as those of S , but we set Hom P l , P m s Hom P m ,S S
 ..   .  ..P l s Hom P m , P l .A
PROPOSITION 1.2.2. Let A be a nice category, Q its Ext-qui¨ er, S its
q  i .spectroid. For any two ¨ertices l, m g X , let f be the dlm is1, . . . , d lmlm
 i .arrows from l to m. Let R be a bijection from f to a familylm lm is1, . . . , dlm
  .  ..of d morphisms in rad P m , P l that maps onto a basis modulolm
2  .  ..rad P m , P l . Then there is a unique well-defined family of linear maps
R : Hom l, m ª Hom P m , P l , .  .  . .lm C Q A
i i .  .such that R f s R f , and compatible with composition.lm lm lm lm
 .Moreo¨er, the map R: l, m ¬ Ker R is a system of relations on Q, andlm
the categories CQrR and S o p are equi¨ alent.
Remark. The system of relations R is determined by the choice of the
maps R , which cannot be made canonically in general. This fact has alm
 i .good side: we can freely multiply the R f by nonzero scalars to makelm lm
the relations ``look nice.''
 .Proof. Since Hom l, m is the set of formal sums of paths from l toC Q
m, there is a unique way to define a map R satisfying the conditions oflm
the proposition. The compatibility with composition ensures that R is
indeed a system of relations on Q. Hence it is enough to prove the
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surjectivity of the maps R . First of all, we show by induction that for anylm
n G 2, we have
§ ;m , l g Xq, .
nHom P m , P l s Im R q rad P m , P l . .  .  .  . .  . /A lm
By construction, this holds if n s 2. Assume it holds for n y 1. By
definition of radn, we must prove that given n g Xq, f g radny1
  .  ..   .  ..  .P n , P l and g g rad P m , P n , we have fg g Im R qlm
nq1  .  ..  .rad P m , P l . By the induction assumption § , there exist f 9 g
ny1  .  ..  .   .  ..  .rad P n , P l l Im R and g 9 g rad P m , P n l Im Rln nm
n  .  .. 2  .  ..such that f y f 9 g rad P n , P l and g y g 9 g rad P m , P n . The
 .  . claim now follows from fg s f g y g 9 q f y f 9 g 9 q f 9g 9 cf. Proposi-
w x .tion 1.2.8 in 1 for a very similar statement .
n  .  ..Let us notice that for some n g N, we have rad P m , P l s 0.
 .Indeed, by Lemma 1.1.1 v , there are only finitely many n 's such that
  .  ..   ..Hom P m , P n / 0; besides, for any such n , the radical of End P nA A
 .is a finite-dimensional nilpotent ideal. For such n, relation § shows the
required surjectivity.
1.3. Second Step: A as mod-S
PROPOSITION 1.3.1. Let A be a nice category. The functor Y: A ª mod-S ,
 . <M ¬ Y s Hom ?, M is a natural equi¨ alence of categories.SM A
Proof. First of all, the functor Y is exact: this comes from the exactness
 .of the functor Hom P, ? for every P in S . Besides, the functor Y isA
essentially surjective. Indeed, let F be a functor in mod-S. By Lemma
1.1.2, we can write down a presentation Y § Y § F § 0. By Yoneda'sP P1 0
lemma, the natural transformation Y § Y comes from a morphismP P1 0
P ª P , the cokernel of which maps to F under Y.1 0
Finally, the functor Y is fully faithful. By construction, for any objects
 .  .M, M9 in A, Y settles an injection Hom M, M9 ¨ Nat Y , Y . WeA M M 9
must show that it is in fact a bijection. Yoneda's lemma applied to the
category S and to the functor Y means this is true if M is projective.M 9
Now, for any M, we write down a presentation P ª P ª M ª 0 of M1 0
by projectives. Since Y is exact, the sequence Y § Y § Y § 0 isP P M1 0Ã  .exact. Let f g Nat Y , Y . From the previous case, we deduce that theM M 9
composition Y § Y § Y comes from a morphism g : P ª M9. ButP M M 9 00
the composition P ª P ª M9 is zero: indeed, its image under Y is the1 0
composition Y § Y § Y § Y , which is zero. Therefore, g factorsP P M M 91 0 Ãthrough M and defines a morphism f : M ª M9. Obviously, Yf s f.
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1.4. Statement of the Qui¨ er Theorem
THEOREM 1.4.1. Let A be a nice category, let Q its Ext-qui¨ er, and let R
be one of the systems of relations on Q defined in Proposition 1.2.2. There
exists an equi¨ alence of categories
e: A ª QrR-modÄ
such that e M , Hom P l , M as graded ¨ector spaces . .  .  . .[ A
qlgX
Proof. By Proposition 1.3.1, A is equivalent to mod-S. By Proposition
1.2.2, mod-S is equivalent to the category of finite-type covariant functors
CQrR ª vect, which can trivially be identified with CQrR-mod.
1.5. Blocks
We call blocks of A the connected components of the Ext-quiver of A
 .or, by abuse, the vertex sets of these subquivers . For any block G, let AG
be the full subcategory of objects every simple subquotient of which
belongs to G. Then A is naturally the direct sum of all subcategories A , GG
running over the set of blocks. This means that any object can be uniquely
written as the direct sum of objects in A , and that there is no non zeroG
morphism between objects in different subcategories. In particular, any
indecomposable object in A lies in a unique A and all its simpleG
subquotients belong to G. These statements are obvious in QrR-mod,
hence they hold in A.
2. PRELIMINARY STATEMENTS ABOUT
SUPERALGEBRAS
Throughout Section 2, g s g [ g is a Lie superalgebra such that g0 1 0
is reductive and acts completely reducibly on g . For any subalgebra p of1
 . w 1. .xg , C p resp. C p is the category of all finite dimensional p-modules
w xresp. that are semisimple under p , with even morphisms of representa-0
 .tions. We set C s C g . We recall a few preliminary results that will be
useful later on, most of which are very classical.
2.1. Contra¨ariant Duality, Induction, and Coinduction
Let s be an antiautomorphism of g and p be a subalgebra of g. We
denote by DM the dual M* s MU [ MU of a p-module M s M [ M0 1 0 1
 .endowed with the following action of s p :
< < < <g f U :  :s g ? f ; m s y1 f ; g ? m g g p , f g M , m g M . .  .  .< g < <f <
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 .   ..This defines an antiequivalence of categories D: C p ª C s p . If
2 .  . 2  .s p s p e.g., if p s g , D s D( D is a functor in C p .
Let p and p be two subalgebras of g such that g ; p ; p ; g.1 2 0 1 2
 .  . Then induction and coinduction are two functors C p ª C p finite1 2
.dimensionality is preserved , with the usual adjointness properties. They
are defined, for any p -module M, by1
Indp 2 M s U p m M , .p 2 Up .1 1
Coindp 2 M s f g Hom U p , M N ; p , u g p = U p , .  .  . .p C 2 1 21
< < < <f p
f pu s y1 p ? f u . .  .  . 5
PROPOSITION 2.1.1. There are natural isomorphisms
 . p 2 s p 2 .i D Ind M , Coind DM;p s p .1 1
 . p 2 p 2 max . .ii Coind M , Ind M m H p rp * .p p 2 11 1
 .Proof. Let N be a s p -module. Following the definitions, it is2
immediate to check that D Resp 2 Dy1N , Ress p 2 . N. Then it followsp s p .1 1
that
Hom N , D Indp 2 M , Hom Indp 2 M , Dy1N .  .s p . p p p2 1 2 1
, Hom M , Resp 2 Dy1N .p p1 1
, Hom D Resp 2 Dy1N , DM .s p . p1 1
, Hom Ress p 2 . N , DM .s p . s p .1 1
, Hom N , Coinds p 2 . DM . .s p . s p .2 1
 . w xPart ii follows from Theorem 3.1.1 in 2 , and Proposition 2.2.1 therein
about the Berezinian module.
 .COROLLARY 2.1.2. Notations as above. Let C and C be two subcate-1 2
 .  . wgories of C p and C p such that induction and coinduction resp.1 2
x w xrestriction map C to C resp. C to C . Then these functors map1 2 2 1
projecti¨ es to projecti¨ es and injecti¨ es to injecti¨ es.
Proof. Restriction is exact; induction is exact by the Poincare]Â
 .Birkhoff]Witt theorem; hence coinduction is exact by assertion ii of
Proposition 2.1.1. The claim now follows from the adjointness properties of
these functors.
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 .  .LEMMA 2.1.3. Shapiro's lemma . Notations as abo¨e.
 . 1. .  .i C p contains enough projecti¨ es l s 1, 2 . Projecti¨ es andl
injecti¨ es coincide. They are direct summands in Indp l L for some semisimpleg 0
g -module L.0
 .ii For any p -module M, any p -module N and any i g N, there are1 2
canonical isomorphisms:
Ext i 1. N , Coindp 2 M , Ext i 1. Resp 2 N , M .  .C p . p C p . p2 1 1 1
Ext i 1. Indp 2 M , N , Ext i 1. M , Resp 2 N . .  .C p . p C p . p2 1 1 1
Proof.
 . 1. .i is immediate from the corresponding statements in C g and0
Corollary 2.1.2.
 . 1. .ii Let us take a projective resolution of N in C p , say P ª Nv2
i  p 2 .1.ª 0. By definition, Ext N, Coind M is the ith homology group ofC p . p2 1
 p 2 .the complex: Hom P , Coind M . This complex is the same as thevp p2 1
 p 2 .following one: Hom Res P , M . We can use this complex to computevp p1 1i  p 2 . p 21.Ext Res N, M , since by Corollary 2.1.2, the complex Res P ªvC p . p p1 1 1
Resp 2 N ª 0 is a projective resolution of Resp 2 N. This proves the firstp p1 1
isomorphism. The other one is similar.
2.2. Filtration of Categories of Representations of Lie Superalgebras
 .Let g and C s C g be as above. If g is semisimple, then C is a nice0
  ..  .category by Lemma 2.1.3 i . But for g s sl m, n , the even part g has a0
nontrivial center. Actually, in this case, there are not enough projectives in
C. The point is to find a filtration of C by nice subcategories.
Let g be a Lie superalgebra such that g is reductive, acts completely0
reducibly on g , and has a one-dimensional center. We choose once and1
for all a nonzero central element z in g . Let M be a g-module, and p :0
 .g ª End M the corresponding morphism of Lie superalgebras. WeC
 .denote by Q the nilpotent part of the operator p z .M
LEMMA 2.2.1. Let M, M9 be two g-modules, let f : M ª M9 be a
morphism of g-modules, and let Q , Q be as abo¨e. Then we ha¨eM M 9
 .f (Q s Q (f. Besides, Q is a central element in End M .M M 9 M g
Proof. To prove the first assertion, we notice that M and M9 are direct
 .sums of generalized eigenspaces of p z , and that on every generalized
eigenspace the formula is obvious.
 .Now, we check that Q g End M . Since p is a morphism of LieM g
 .  .  .superalgebras, ad p z stabilizes p g in End M . Since by assumption zC
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  .. <is semisimple in the adjoint representation, so is ad p z . Butp g .
 . <   .. <ad Q is the nilpotent part of ad p z , so that it is zero: Qp g . p g .M M
 .commutes with elements in p g . The fact that Q is central is aM
particular case of the first statement when M9 s M.
We denote by C k . the full subcategory of C consisting of modules M
k  .such that Q s 0. This means that every Jordan block of p z has size atM
most k. Notice that the lemma implies that C 1. contains every simple
module.
PROPOSITION 2.2.2. Let k g N*. Then C k . is a nice category. Projecti¨ es
and injecti¨ es in C k . coincide.
Proof. Let C k . be the category of g -submodules L such that Qk s 0.0 0 L
Since g is g semisimple, and since Indg L , Hg m L as g -modules,1 0 g 1 00
we see that Indg maps C k . to C k .. Thus we can apply Corollary 2.1.2.g 00
Given M in C k ., we denote by L a projective cover of Res M in C k ..g 00
Then Indg L is projective in C k . and maps onto M. The last assertiong 0
comes from the corresponding trivial assertion in C k . and Corollary 2.1.2.0
LEMMA 2.2.3. Let S be a simple g-module and let P  i. be its projecti¨ e
 i.  . k .co¨er in C for i g N* . Let k g N*, and let Q s Q . For e¨eryP
1 F i F k y 1, there are isomorphisms: Q iP k . , P k .rQ ky iP k . , P kyi..
Hence there are exact sequences: 0 ª P  i. ª P k . ª P kyi. ª 0.
Proof. Since Res P k . is projective in C k ., we have Ker Q i sg 00
Im Qky i. Hence Q i induces a linear isomorphism P k .rQ ky iP k . ª Q iP k .,
which by Lemma 2.2.1 is an isomorphism of g-modules.
Now, since P kyi. maps onto S in C k ., there is a map P k . ª P kyi.: it
 kyi. .is surjective because P has a simple head and its kernel contains
Qky iP k .. Besides, P k .rQ ky iP k . maps onto S in C kyi., hence there is a
 . kyi. k . kyi k .surjective map P ª P rQ P . This proves the second isomor-
phism, and the exact sequence follows.
2.3. Graded and Nongraded Representations of Graded Algebras
Given a finite dimensional algebra R, a Z-grading R s [ R deter-l g Z l
 .mines a morphism of algebraic groups u : C* ª Aut R , t ¬ u , viat
u r s t l r if r g R . Similarly, if M is a finite dimensional R-module, at l
 .grading M s [ M determines a morphism C* ª GL M , t ¬ u , vial g Z l t
l  .u m s t m if m g M . Then u r ? m s u r ? u m. A submodule of M ist l t t r
graded if and only if it is stable under u for all t g C*; this holds int
particular for ideals in R.
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LEMMA 2.3.1.
 .  .  . Ii Let I be a finite set and let n g N* . Any grading of thei i
 .  .algebra R s  M C induces a grading on e¨ery factor M C .i n ni i
 .ii The radical of a finite dimensional Z-graded representation of a
Z-graded algebra is graded.
 .iii If a finite dimensional Z-graded algebra has a unique maximal
graded ideal, then it is local.
Proof.
 .  .i Let e be the identity on the ith factor i g I . The familyi
 .  w x .e is the set of primitive central idempotents of R see 1 , Sect. 1.8 .i ig I
For any t g C, u e is again a primitive central idempotent, so thatt i
 .u e s e for some j t . By continuity, we must have u e s e for all t.t i j t . t i i
Hence e R is stable under every u , so that every summand of R is graded.i t
 .  . yl < <ii For any r g R , we have in End M : t u ( r s r (u .M Ml C t t
Therefore u maps any maximal submodule in M to some maximalt
submodule. It follows that rad M is stable under every u , hence is graded.t
 .  .iii Applying ii to the left module R, we see that rad R is graded,
 .so that R s Rrrad R inherits a grading, which by i comes from a grading
of every simple summand. But if R was the product of several simple
components, R would have several simple graded quotients, which contra-
dicts the hypothesis.
w xIf M is a Z-graded R-module and k is any integer, we denote by M k
the underlying R-module M endowed with the following shifted grading:
w xM k s M .l lyk
LEMMA 2.3.2. Let R be a Z-graded algebra, and let M, M9 be two
Z-graded R-modules.
 .i If M is indecomposable as a graded R-module, then its underlying
nongraded R-module is indecomposable too.
 .ii If M and M9 are indecomposable, and if their underlying nongraded
w xmodules are isomorphic, then there exists k g Z such that M9 , M k .
 .  .Proof. Assertion i is a consequence of Lemma 2.3.1 iii applied to the
 .endomorphism algebra of M. To prove assertion ii , it is enough to show
that if an indecomposable R-module N bears two gradings N s [ Nl g Z l
and N s [ N X , then up to automorphism, they differ by a constant.l9g Z l9
< l X < X l9 XFor t g C*, we set as above: u s t Id and u s t Id . ThenN N Xt N t Nl l9l l
u Xy1u is an automorphism of the R-module N; since N is indecompos-t t
able, it has only one eigenvalue, say l . For any t , t g C*, we havet 1 2
Xy1 Xy1 y1 Xy1 .u u s u u ? u u u u ; therefore, l s l l . It follows thatt t t t t t t t t t t t t t1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
l s t k for some k g Z.t
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Now, we set u s l u Xy1u : it is a unipotent automorphism of N. For at t t t
 X .  X.generic t, N resp. N is the eigenspace of u resp. u associated to thel l9 t t
l  l9.eigenvalue t resp. t . For such a t, we obtain that u maps N isomor-t l
Xphically onto N . This allows us to conclude.lyk
The Lie Superalgebra Case
Let g be a Lie superalgebra endowed with a Z-grading which is
compatible with the Zr2Z-grading and concentrated in degrees y1, 0, and
1. We denote by d the associated derivation and by g the semidirectÄ
product of Cd by g. Representations of g where d is diagonalizable andÄ
has integral eigenvalues are exactly the g-modules that can bear a grading
compatible with that of g. The pairs grg to which we will apply theÄ
 .  .  .  .following lemma are gl n, n rsl n, n and pgl n, n rpsl n, n .
 .LEMMA 2.3.3. Notations as above.
 .i Any simple g-module can be extended to a simple g-module.Ä
Con¨ersely, the restriction of any simple g-module to g is simple.Ä
 .ii In the category of g -semisimple g-modules, any indecomposable0
projecti¨ e g-module can be extended to an indecomposable projecti¨ e g-Ä
module. Con¨ersely, the restriction of any indecomposable projecti¨ e g-mod-Ä
ule to g is indecomposable and projecti¨ e.
Proof.
 .i Let S be a simple g-module. Since by assumption g isq1
nilpotent, the invariant subspace S gq1 contains a nontrivial simple g -0
module L. Then S is a quotient of K s Indg L. By the Poincare]Âg qg0 q1
Birkhoff]Witt theorem, we can endow K with a grading K s [ K ,l F 0 l
with K , L as g -modules. Since any proper submodule of K is con-0 0
tained in [ K , K has a unique maximal submodule, which by Lemmal - 0 l
 .2.3.1 ii is graded. Hence S can bear a grading.
In fact, starting with a simple g-module S, this argument shows that S isÄ
gÄthe unique maximal graded quotient of Ind L for some simple g -Äg qg 0Ä0 q1
 .module L. By Lemma 2.3.1 ii again, this is also the unique simple
 .quotient as a g-module. This proves i .
 .  .ii By Lemma 2.1.3 i , an indecomposable projective g-module is a
direct summand in P s Indg L for some simple g -module L. Thanks tog 00
Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt theorem, P can be graded, i.e., extended to aÂ
Ä Ä .  .projective g-module P. Due to Lemma 2.3.2 i , a decomposition of PÄ
into indecomposable g-modules is also a decomposition into indecompos-Ä
able g-modules, which therefore can bear a grading. This proves the first
 .  .part of ii . The second part is contained in Lemma 2.3.2 i .
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3. HIGHEST WEIGHT CONSIDERATIONS
Let m G n G 1 be two positive integers. From now on, g denotes one of
 .  .  .  .the following Lie superalgebras: gl m, n , sl m, n , pgl n, n , and psl n, n
 .see the definitions below . We denote by C the category of g-modules
 . 1.with even intertwiners and by C the subcategory of g -semisimple0
g-modules.
We first define these superalgebras and a few basic tools to study them.
In the last part of this section, we prove a reciprocity principle between
projective modules and the so-called Kac modules, analogous to the
Bernstein]Gelfand]Gelfand theorem.
3.1. Grading, Roots, Weights . . .
 .  .  .Let gl m, n be the space of m q n = m q n complex matrices. If
 .g g gl m, n , we divide it into four blocks:
g g1 2g s g g /3 4
wsuch that g is m = m and g is n = n. We say that g has degree 0 resp.1 4
x wy1, resp. 1 if the nonzero coefficients of g are in g or g resp. g , resp.1 4 3
x w x  .gg 9g . If g and g 9 have degrees g and g 9, we set g, g 9 s gg 9 y y1 g 9g.2
 .This makes gl m, n into a Z-graded Lie superalgebra, then even part of
which is gl [ gl .m n
 .  .  .  .The supertrace of g is str g s tr g y tr g . We define sl m, n s1 4
 .  .  .  .  .Ker str ; pgl n, n s gl n, n rC Id; psl n, n s sl n, n rC Id. These spaces
 .inherit a structure of Z-graded superalgebra from that of gl m, n .
For a matrix g as above, we define supertransposition by
tg tg1 3
s g s . t t /y g g2 4
where t? is the usual transposition. Then s is an antiautomorphism of
 .  .gl m, n , and it induces an antiautomorphism still denoted s of g. Note
2 wthat s exchanges g and g . Since s is inner it is conjugation byq1 y1
 .xdiag 1, . . . , 1, y1, . . . , y1 , the square of the contravariant duality functor
 . w xD from Section 2.1 is equivalent to the identity by Proposition 2.1 in 4 .
 .Let h be the space of diagonal matrices in gl m, n . We set h s hgl sl gl
 .l sl m, n , h s h rC Id and h s h rC Id if m s n. We denote by hpgl gl psl sl
the Cartan subalgebra of g , taken among h , h , h , and h .0 gl sl pgl psl
 X X .  .  .For h s diag h , . . . , h , h , . . . , h g h , we set « h s h and d h1 m 1 n gl i i j
s hX . This defines a basis of hU . We identify hU , hU rC str and hU ,j gl sl gl psl
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hU rC str, where str s m « y n d is the restriction of the super-pgl is1 i js1 j
trace to h.
We set
q < <D s « y « 1 F i - k F m j d y d 1 F j - l F n , 4  40 i k j l
q < q q qD s « y d 1 F i F m and 1 F j F n and D s D j D . 41 i j 0 1
 .  . qNotice that this makes sense for sl n, n and psl n, n too. Elements in D
w q qx w xresp. D , D are called resp. even, odd positive roots. We say that0 1
m F l if l y m g NDq. This defines a partial order on h*, except if g is
 .  .  .sl n, n or psl n, n because there, the sum of positive odd roots is zero .
w x w xLet r resp. r be the half sum of positive even resp. odd roots, and let0 1
r s r y r . We have0 1
m n1 1
r s m y 2 i q 1 « q n y 2 j q 1 d , .  . 0 i j2 2is1 js1
m nn m
r s « y d . 1 i j2 2is1 js1
We denote by Xq the set of dominant weights in h* with respect to Dq.0
m n  .A weight l s  a « q  b d is dominant resp. regular dominantis1 i i js1 j j
 .if and only if all the numbers a y a i s 1, . . . , m y 1 and b y bi iq1 j jq1
 .  .j s 1, . . . , n y 1 are nonnegative resp. positive integers.
3.2. Degree of Atypicality of Weights
U  .  .Consider the bilinear form on h given by « , « s d , d , d s ydgl i k ik j l jl
 .  .and « , d s 0 for i, k s 1, . . . , m and j, l s 1, . . . , n . Since for alli j
q  .  .a g D , we have str, a s 0, the scalars l, a are well defined for
l g hU s hU rC str and for l g hU s hU rC str. This gives sense to thesl gl psl pgl
following definition.
We say that a dominant weight l g Xq is singular with respect to
q  .b g D if l q r, b s 0. The degree of atypicality of l is the number1
atp l of odd positive roots with respect to which l is singular. A dominant
weight l will be called typical if atp l s 0, atypical if atp l ) 0, singly
atypical if atp l s 1, and highly atypical if atp l G 2.
 .LEMMA 3.2.1. Notations as above.
 . q q  .  .i Let l g X , let a , b g D . If l q r, a s l q r, b s 0,1
 .then a , b s 0.
 .  < q4ii max atp l l g X s n.
 .  .  .  .iii Any dominant weight of sl m, 1 m G 2 or pgl 1, 1 is either
typical or singly atypical.
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 .Proof. i Let us write a s « y d , b s « y d . By assumption, wei j k l
 .have l q r, « y « q d y d s 0. Since l q r is a regular dominanti k l j
 . w  .xweight, the scalar l q r, « y « resp. l q r, d y d is a nonzeroi k j l
w xinteger unless i s k resp. j s l . Since the sum of these two integers is
zero, i / k if and only if j / l. If a s b as well as if a / b , it is
 .immediate to check that a , b s 0.
 .  < q4From assertion i we deduce that max atp l l g X F n. On the other
 .  .  .side, we notice that r, « y d s m q 1 y i q j . Hence the triviali j
 .weight 0 is singular with respect to the n roots « y d j s 1, . . . , n .mq 1yj j
 .  .This implies assertion ii , and assertion iii is a special case.
3.3. Kac Modules, Opposite Kac Modules
We set p s g [ g . Let l g Xq be a dominant weight. We denote" 0 "1
 .  .by L l the simple g -module with highest weight l. We consider L l as0
 .  .a p -module resp. a p -module in which g resp. g acts trivially.q y q1 y1
 .  .We define two g-modules K l and K 9 l , called, respectively, a Kac
module and an opposite Kac module, by
K l s Indg L l , K 9 l s Indg L l . .  .  .  .p pq y
q  .  .LEMMA 3.3.1. Let l g X . Then K 9 l y 2 r , DK l .1
max  .Proof. Recall that 2 r is the weight of the g -module H grp . If1 0 y
 .we apply part i of Proposition 2.1.1 to p s p and p s g , we get1 q 2
 . g  .  .DK l , Coind L l . Now, if we apply part ii of Proposition 2.1.1 topy
g .   .  ..p s p and p s g , we get DK l , Ind L l m L y2 r .1 y 2 p 1y
3.4. Simple Modules and the Maps Tq and Ty
 .  . qAssume g is not sl n, n nor psl n, n . Let l g X . By construction, any
 .weight occurring in K l satisfies m F l; besides, l has multiplicity 1.
Hence any proper submodule is contained in the direct sum of weight
 .spaces with weight m - l. This implies that K l is indecomposable and
 .has a unique simple quotient S l . Conversely, it is easily seen that any
 . qsimple g-module is one of the S l . Hence X parametrizes the set of
isomorphism classes of simple modules, up to a shift of parity.
Now, consider the partial ordering defined on h* in the same way as
F , but with Dq j y Dq instead of Dq j Dq. We see as above that any0 1 0 1
 .simple module S l is the unique simple quotient of a unique opposite
 .Kac module K 9 l9 . This fact and Lemma 3.3.1 imply that Kac modules
y  .have a simple socle. We denote by T l the highest weight of soc K l .
y q q  .The map T has an inverse T : T l is the highest weight of soc K 9 l9 .
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 .  .If g is sl n, n or psl n, n , the partial order F is not defined. But
 .  .  .extending Kac modules to gl n, n or pgl n, n and using Lemma 2.3.3 i ,
we obtain that the head and the socle of Kac modules and opposite Kac
modules are simple in this case too. Hence the maps Ty and Tq are
y well-defined. But it can happen that T l s l e.g., if l is highly atypical in
 ..psl 2, 2 .
w xThe following proposition is taken from 7 , Theorem 2.
 . qPROPOSITION 3.4.1 Kac . Let l g X . The following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .  .a K l is simple;
 .  . 1.b K l is injecti¨ e and projecti¨ e in C .
 . q  .c l is typical: ;b g D , l q r, b / 0.1
Simple Modules and Duality
 .LEMMA 3.4.2. i The duality functor D fixes simple g-modules: ;l g
q  .  .X , DS l , S l .
 . q i   .  ..ii Let l, m g X and let i g N. Then Ext S l , S m ,C
i   .  ..Ext S m , S l .C
 .Proof. Since the restriction of s to h is the identity, the modules S l
 .and DS l have the same weight space decomposition, hence the same
highest weight. But simple modules are characterized by their highest
 .  .  .weight, whence assertion i . Assertion ii is a consequence of i , using
the interpretation of Ext-groups as equivalence classes of exact sequences.
3.5. Degree of Atypicality of Blocks
If l g Xq and if Z is a central element in the enveloping algebra of g ,
 .  .we denote by x Z the eigenvalue of Z acting on S l . If l and m belongl
q w xto the same block in X , then clearly x s x . By Lemma 1.12 in 11 , thisl m
implies atp l s atp m. Thus it makes sense to define the degree of atypi-
cality of a block to be the degree of atypicality of any of its element.
3.6. The Reciprocity Principle
 .1.  . 1.We denote by P l the projective cover of S l in C . We prove a
reciprocity formula between projective, Kac and simple modules. We will
use notations from Section 2.1.
A good filtration on a g-module M is a filtration the subquotients of
which are isomorphic to Kac modules. If M has a good filtration, we
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w  .x  . denote by M : K l the number of subquotients isomorphic to K l we
shall prove soon that this number does not depend on the choice of the
.fitration .
LEMMA 3.6.1. Let l, m g Xq. Then
C if i s 0 and l s m ,i
1.Ext K l , DK m s .  . .C  0 otherwise.
 .   .  .  ..Proof. We notice that Res K l s U g m U g m U gp y1 0 q1y
 . py  .m L l , Ind L l . HenceUg qg . g0 1 0
Ext i 1. K l , DK m .  . .C
, Ext i 1. K l , Coindg L m by Proposition 2.1.1 i .  .  . .C py
, Ext i 1. Res K l , L m by Lemma 2.1.3 ii .  .  . .C p . py y
, Ext i 1. Indpy L l , L m .  . .C p . gy 0
, Ext i 1. L l , L m by Lemma 2.1.3 ii . .  .  . .C g .0
The lemma follows immediately.
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.6.2. We assume that g is not sl n, n or psl n, n .
 .i Let M be a g-module. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a M has a good filtration;
 . q i   ..1.b ;m g X , ; i ) 0, Ext M, DK m s 0;C
 . q 1   ..1.c ;m g X , Ext M, DK m s 0;C
 . 1. .d Res M is projecti¨ e in C p .p yy
 .ii In particular, M9 [ M0 has a good filtration if and only if M9 and
M0 ha¨e one.
 . w  .x 1.iii If M has a good filtration, then M : K m s dim Hom C
  ..M, DK m .
 . 1.iv Projecti¨ e modules in C ha¨e a good filtration.
 .  .  .Proof. i The implication a « b follows from Lemma 3.6.1 by
 .  .induction on the length of a good filtration. The implication b « c is
 .  .obvious. The implication c « d follows from Shapiro's lemma: as above,
q 1   ..1.for any m g X , we can identify Ext Res M, L m withC p . py y1   ..1.Ext M, DK m , which is trivial by assumption.C
 .Let us assume that d holds. Let n be a maximal weight occurring in M,
and let M be the corresponding weight space. Denote by ¨ a vector ofn n
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 .weight n in K n . By maximality of n , there exists a unique morphism w :
 .  .K n m M ª M, ¨ m m ¬ m. By Lemma 2.1.3 i , Res M is a directn n py
py  .sum of modules Ind L l , and n , which is maximal, appears as one ofg i0
the l 's with the multiplicity dim M . Hence the morphism w is injective,i n
 .  .Res K n is a direct summand in Res M, and MrK n again satisfiesp py y
 .condition d . This allows us to conclude that M has a good filtration by
 .  .  .induction on the dimension of M. Hence d « a and assertion i is
proved.
 .  .  .Clearly, the direct sum M9 [ M0 satisfies condition b , c , or d in
 .  .assertion i if and only if M9 and M0 do. This proves assertion ii . By
 .Lemma 3.6.1, assertion iii is obvious if M is a Kac module. For a general
M, we can use induction on the length of a good filtration, using condition
 .  . 1.  .  .c in i . Finally, projective modules in C satisfy condition c in i ,
 .which proves assertion iv .
 .  .Assertion iii shows that the number of times K m appears a subquo-
 .1.  .  .tient in a good filtration of P l is the multiplicity of S l in DK m ,
 .  .i.e., in K m by Lemma 3.4.2 . Thus we get the following formula, which
 .  .can be also applied to sl n, n and psl n, n thanks to Lemma 2.3.3.
q w  .1.  .x qCOROLLARY 3.6.3. Let l, n g X . Then P l : S n s mg X
w  .  .x w  .  .xK m : S l ? K m : S n .
4. WILDNESS OF HIGHLY ATYPICAL BLOCKS:
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
4.1. Preliminaries
1   .  ..1.Say that two dominant weights l and m are linked if Ext S l , S mC
/ 0; by Lemma 3.4.2, there are arrows from l to m and from m to l in
the Ext-quiver Q of C 1.. The first lemma shows that if the nonoriented
Ä Ä Ägraph underlying Q strictly contains a diagram isomorphic to D , E , E ,n 6 7
Ä 1.or E , then C contains the category of representations of a wild type8
quiver indeed, in a tree, it is always possible to choose an orientation of
.the arrows such that no concatenation is possible . The second lemma
gives tools to find such subgraphs.
LEMMA 4.1.1. Let A be a nice category. If a subqui¨ er Q of the0
Ext-qui¨ er of A contains no path of length G 2, then the category of
representations of Q embeds in A. In particular, if Q has wild representa-0 0
tion type, the problem of classifying indecomposable objects in A is wild too.
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Proof. Let Q be the Ext-quiver of A, and let R be a system of relations
on Q, given by the quiver Theorem 1.4.1, such that QrR-mod is equivalent
q  q.  .to A. We denote by X resp. X the vertices of Q resp. Q . Given a0 0
Q -module M s [ qM , we can make it into a Q-module iM, setting0 lg X l0
iM s M is l g Xq , iM s 0 if m g Xq_ Xq , and making arrows of Ql l 0 m 0
that are not arrows of Q act trivially. This gives a natural embedding of0
categories i: Q -mod ¨ Q-mod.0
The point is that by construction, any relation in R is a sum of paths p i
of length G 2. Since by assumption Q does not contain any such path,0
any path p contains at least an arrow of Q that is not an arrow of Q ,i 0
hence p acts trivially on iM. It follows that iM is in fact a QrR-module,i
hence we get the required embedding composing with the equivalence
QrR-mod ª A.
 .  .LEMMA 4.1.2. Assume that g is not sl n, n nor psl n, n .
 . qi If a dominant weight l g X is atypical, then there exists a
 .dominant weight Ul - l not uniquely determined in general such that l
and Ul are linked.
 . q q q  .ii If a g D , l g X , l y a g X and l q r, a s 0, then l1
and l y a belong to the same block.
 .Proof. By Proposition 3.4.1, if l is atypical, then K l is not simple.
We can take for Ul the highest weight of any simple module in
 . 2  . w xrad K l rrad K l . Besides, by Theorem 5.2 of 11 , under the assump-
 .  .tions of assertion ii , there is a nonzero homomorphism K l y a ª
 .  .K l . This means that S l y a is a subquotient of the indecomposable
 .module K l , hence that l and l y a belong to the same block.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 3
 .  .First of all, we assume that g is not sl n, n nor psl n, n . Using the
notations of Section 3.1, we set a s « y d and b s « y d . Wem 1 my1 2
q q  .choose l g X such that l q 2b g X , and such that l q r, a s0 0 0
 .l q r, b s 0. Here is an arbitrary example:0
l s 30« q ??? q30« q 20« q 10« y 10d y 20d0 1 my2 my1 m 1 2
y 30d y ??? y30d .3 n
It is immediate to check that for any N g N, l y Na q b lies in Xq0
 .too. By Lemma 4.1.2 ii , l and l y Na q b belong to the same block,0 0
hence there is a sequence of dominant weights l , l , . . . , l s l y Na0 1 r 0
 .q b such that l and l are linked i s 1, . . . , r y 1 .i iq1
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 .Since two weights l and m are linked only if S m is a subquotient of
 .1.P l , there are only finitely many vertices m linked to l. Thus we can
 .choose N such that the minimal length of a sequence l as above isi i
r G 12. Now, since that l and l y Na q b are not comparable, there0 0
are only two cases.
 4First case There exists a minimal element l in l , . . . , l distincti 0 r
from l and l . Then Q contains the following subquiver:0 r
l ª l ¤ l ª l ¤ liy2 iy1 i iq1 iq2
x
2 3 4 5 6Ul ¤ U l ª U l ¤ U l ª U l ¤ U li i i i i i
if i s 1 or if i s r y 1, we delete l or l ; we do not need to deleteiy2 iq2
.both since r G 4 .
 4Second case The only minimal elements in l , . . . , l are l and0 r 0
l . Then we choose N9 g N such that l y N9a q 2b is separated fromr 0
all the l 's by five arrows at least in Q. As above we choose a sequence ofi
minimal length l s m , m , . . . , m s l y N9a q 2b such that m andr 0 1 s 0 j
 < 4m are linked. Let j s max j m s l for some i : let i be the indexjq1 0 j i 0
such that m s l . We can assume that the only minimal elements inj i0 0
 4m , . . . , m are m and m , otherwise we go back to the first case with thej s j s0 0
m 's instead of the l 's. Hence neither m nor m is lower than m .j i j q1 j q2 j0 0 0
Let us set « s 1 if i F 5 and « s y1 if i G 6, and l s Ul if0 0 i y« i0 0
 4i y « g y1, r q 1 . Then Q contains the following quiver:0
l ¤l s m ª m ¤ mi y« i j j q1 j q20 0 0 0 0
x
l ¤ l ª l ¤ l ª l ¤ l .i q« i q2 « i q3« i q4« i q5« i q6«0 0 0 0 0 0
In either case, the choices we made ensure that all the weights appear-
ing in the subquivers of Q are distinct. The underlying nonoriented
graph of both quivers are not diagrams of finite or affine type, hence
Lemma 4.1.1 allows us to conclude the proof of Theorem 3 if g is neither
 .  .sl n, n nor psl n, n .
 .  .Now, suppose that is sl n, n or psl n, n . From Lemma 2.3.3, we see that
 . w  . xa gl n, n -module resp. pgl n, n -module is determined by its restriction
 . w  .x  .to sl n, n resp. psl n, n up to a shift in the grading by the integral
 .eigenvalues of z. Thus if we could classify indecomposable sl n, n -
w  . xmodules resp. psl n, n -modules , we would deduce a classification of
 . w  . xgl n,n -modules resp. pgl n, n -modules , which contradicts what we have
just proved.
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Conjecture. For every block G with atp G G 2, C has wild representa-G
tion type.
To motivate the conjecture, we notice the previous proof uses essentially
the fact that ``far enough from the walls,'' it is easy to exhibit bifurcations
in the Ext-quiver of C 1., as soon as the degree of atypicality of G is atG
least 2. Hence, ``most'' highly atypical blocks have wild representation type.
Besides, it is possible to show that Kac modules in C 1. bear a filtrationG
of length atp G, very similar to the Jantzen filtration of Verma modules. To
prove the conjecture, it would actually be enough to prove that no
subquotient of this filtration is trivial.
5. SINGLY ATYPICAL BLOCKS IN C 1.
We begin this section with a description of singly atypical Kac and
projective modules in C 1.. This enables us to write down a quiver and a
system of relations for the category C 1., where G is a singly atypical block.G
Then we give a very short description of the indecomposable representa-
w x w x w xtions of GrR , which gives a new proof of results in 3 , 8 , and 12 .1
5.1. Singly Atypical Kac Modules and Projecti¨ e Modules
The crucial observation is due to van der Jeugt et al.: singly atypical Kac
modules have length 2. With the notations introduced in Section 3.4,
w xTheorem 4.3 from 13 reads:
 . qPROPOSITION 5.1.1 van der Jeugt et al. . If l g X is singly atypical,
 .  .  y .then K l is an extension of S l by S T l .
Remark. If l is singly atypical and singular with respect to b g Dq ,1
and if l y b lies in Xq, which is the generic case, then Tyl s l y b. In
w x.the general case, see Lemma 6.6 in 13 .
 .  .  .Next lemma shows that if g s sl n, n or psl n, n n G 2 , and if l is a
 .  yl .singly atypical dominant weight, the simple modules S l and S T l are
not isomorphic.
LEMMA 5.1.2. Let n G 2 and let l be a singly atypical dominant weight of
 . w  .x ylgl n, n respecti¨ ely pgl n, n . For any l G 1, the restrictions of l and T l
 . w  .xto the Cartan subalgebra of sl n, n respecti¨ ely psl n, n are distinct.
U  U .Proof. Recall the notations of Section 3.1: we identified h resp. hsl psl
U  U .to the quotient of h resp. h by C str. To prove the lemma, it is thusgl pgl
enough to check that l y Tykl is not a multiple of the supertrace. By
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w x yl R  .Lemma 6.6 in 13 , we know that l y T l s  « y d , where i andrs1 i j r rr r
 .  4j are sequences with values in 1, . . . , n , such thatr r
v either i s i and j s j ;rq1 r rq1 r
v or i s i q 1 and j s j ;rq1 r rq1 r
v or i s i and j s j y 1.rq1 r rq1 r
yl n  . wAssume that l y T l s a  « y d . Since the sequence i resp.is1 i i r
 .x w xj is increasing resp. decreasing and must take any value between 1 andr
n, we have i s 1 and j s n. Examining the coefficients of « and d , we1 1 1 n
 < 4get a s max r i s 1, j s n . Assume for instance we had i s i q 1r r aq1 a
s 2 and j s j s n analogous considerations apply if i s 1 andaq1 a aq1
.j s n y 1 . Then the coefficient of d is at least a q 1, which isaq1 n
impossible.
We go back to the general case and describe projective modules in C 1..
PROPOSITION 5.1.3. Let l g Xq be a singly atypical weight.
 .  .1.  .1. 2  .1.  .1.  .i P l rrad P l , rad P l s soc P l , S l .
 .  .1. 2  .1.  q .  y .ii rad P l rrad P l , S T l [ S T l .
 .  .Proof. If S l is a composition factor of a Kac module K m , then m
lies in the same block as l and is therefore singly atypical. Thus, by
 .  .Proposition 5.1.1, S l is either the head or the socle of K m , so that m is
either l or Tql. Using Corollary 3.6.3, we compute the composition
 .1.  .  q .  y .factors of P l : S l occurs with multiplicity 2; S T l and S T l
occur with multiplicity 1.
 .  y .  q .  .Since there are extensions of S l by S T l and S T l , namely K l
 q .  .1. 2  .1.  y .and DK T l , we know rad P l rrad P l contains S T l [
 q .  .1.   .1. .S T l . Since soc P l is simple because P l is injective ,
2  .1.  .rad P l is not reduced to zero: hence, it is necessarily S l , since all
other simple modules are in the upper layers.
5.2. Ext-Qui¨ er and Relations for C 1., G Singly AtypicalG
THEOREM 5.2.1. Let G be a singly atypical block of g , and let l g G. The
category C 1. is equi¨ alent to the category of representations of the qui¨ erG
dq y2 dq y dq dq q dq q2 dqT l T l l T l T ly3 y2 y1 0 1 2
v v v v v v vG ??? | | | | | | ??? .
y y y y y yd d d d d dy2 y1 0 1 2 3
with relations
2 2q y q y y q " "R d s d s d d q d d s 0, where d s d . .  .  . 1 l
lgZ
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Proof. By Proposition 5.1.3, for any m g G, there is exactly one arrow
dq from m to Tqm and one arrow dy from m to Tym. This implies that asm m
 l < 4a set, G s T l l g Z . For all l g Z, we choose an irreducible morphism
"  l "1 .1.  l .1. " "lD : P T l ª P T l corresponding to the arrow d s d .l l T l
 l " 2 .  l .1.Since S T l is not a composition factor of P T l , the composed
" "  l " 2 .1.  l .1.map D D : P T l ª P T l is zero. Besides, the nilpotent endo-l l "1
y q q y  l .1.morphisms D D and yD D of P T l are proportional. Thanksl ly1 l lq1
to the remark after Proposition 1.2.2, we can assume they are equal.
q  . yIndeed, we fix arbitrarily all the morphisms D l g Z and D , and wel 0
adjust successively Dy , Dy , etc., then Dy , Dy , etc.1 2 y1 y2
By the quiver theorem, this choice of irreducible maps determines a
system of relations on the quiver G and an equivalence between C 1. andG
GrRX -mod. The previous computations show that RX contains the system1 1
of relations R of the theorem, hence any representation of GrRX can be1 1
considered a representation of GrR . If e1. denotes the composition1
C 1. ª GrRX -mod ¨ GrR -mod, we see from Proposition 5.1.3 and Sec-ÄG 1 1
tion 5.3 that e1. maps projectives to projectives. This implies that actually
XR s R , whence the theorem.1 1
5.3. Indecomposable Representations of GrR , G Singly Atypical1
Let A be the Z-graded algebra presented by two generators dq and dy1
 q. 2  y. 2 q yof respective degrees 1 and y1 and relations d s d s d d q
dydqs 0. Once an element l g G is chosen, there is a natural equiva-
lence between Z-graded A -modules and representations of GrR . Since1 1
A is finite dimensional and local, the projective graded A -modules are1 1
exactly the free graded modules.
Ä  .Now, let G be the following quiver s stands for source, t for target :
Ty2l y q Tq2l .  . .  .  .T l l T lt s t s t
v v v v v v v??? ª ¤ ª ¤ ª ¤ ???
y2 q2y qT l T l .  . .  .  .T l l T ls t s t s
v v v v v v v??? ¤ ª ¤ ª ¤ ª ??? .
ÄFor any interval, i.e., any finite connected subquiver I of G, we define a
 . lGrR -module m I : the vector space attached to the vertex T l of G is C if1
 l .  l . "T l or T l is a vertex of I and is 0 otherwise; the arrow d acts as thes t l
 l .  l "1 .identity C ª C if there is an arrow T l ª T l in I, and as 0,s t
w xotherwise. Then, using the same arguments as in 9 , Section 2, we see that
any nonprojective indecomposable representation of G rR is isomorphic1 1
vT
l l. s . to m I for some interval I other than this interval would yield to
vT
l l. t.the same representation as . To get the statement of Theorem 2, we
l 1.
vT
l l. s .associate the projective module P T l to the interval : if g s
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 . 1.psl n, n , we get all indecomposable representations of C , hence in CG G
w  . xsince psl n, n s sl [ sl .0 n n
6. TYPICAL AND SINGLY ATYPICAL BLOCKS IN C
 .  .  .From now on, we assume that g is sl m, n , with m, n / 1, 1 , or
 .pgl n, n , with n G 1. We choose a central element z in g , we fix0
k g N*, and we work in the category C k . defined in Section 2.2. For
q  .k .  . k .l g X , we choose a projective cover P l of S l in C . In this
section, we give a quiver with relations the category of representations of
which is equivalent to C k . when the block G is typical or singly atypical.G
6.1. Extensions Between Simple Modules in C
Given a module M, we call the semisimple module rad i Mrradiq1 M
the ith radical layer of M. We denote by C2. the two-dimensional
g -module on which every element acts trivially, except z that acts via0
q  .2. ga nilpotent matrix of order 2. For l g X we set K l s Ind g qg0 1
 . 2.L l m C .
LEMMA 6.1.1. Let l be a singly atypical dominant weight. The module
 .2.  .K l is uniserial with composition series gi¨ en from top to socle by
 .  y .  .  y .S l , S T l , S l , S T l .
 .2.  .Proof. By construction, K l is a nonsplit extension of K l by itself.
 .2.Therefore, by Proposition 5.1.1, K l has two subquotients isomorphic
 y .to S T l , one in the first radical layer, the other one in the socle; it has
 .two subquotients isomorphic to S l , one in the top and the other one in
some strictly lower layer. This latter subquotient, S, is well determined as a
X X w x Xg -module, where g s g , g . As a g q g -module, it is generated by0 0 0 0 0 y1
2. 2.  .2.Q¨ , where ¨ is a generator of K l of weight l.
2  .2.The lemma will be proved if we check that S ; rad K l . It is enough
to show that S lies in the submodule generated by some element in
 .2.  X . 2.  .2.rad K l that is not in S. Let us set R9 s U g q g ¨ l rad K l0 y1
 .2. X  .2.; K l . By construction, R9 is a sub-g q g -module of rad K l . Of0 1
course, S l R9 s 0.
 .Aparte Let e , . . . , e be a basis of g made of root vectors, andÂ 1 m n y1
 . 1.  .let f , . . . , f be its dual basis in g . Let ¨ be a generator of K l . To1 m n 1
 4say that l is atypical means that for some i g 1, . . . , mn , the vector
1.  .  .  w x w x.e ??? e ¨ lies in the nonzero radical of K l see 7 or 13 . Let i be1 i
the smallest index with this property. This choice ensures us that the
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vector w s e ??? e ¨ 2. lies in R9, and that w9 s Qe ??? e ¨ 2. lies in S.1 i 1 iy1
With these notations, we have
w x 2.f w s f , e ??? e ¨i i 1 i
iy1
2. 2.w xs " e ??? e f , e ??? e ¨ " e ??? e f , e ¨ . 1 jy1 i j i 1 iy1 i i
js1
w x XIf j - i, the element f , e has a nonzero weight, so that it lies in g ; ini j 0
w x 2.that case, the vector e ??? e f , e ??? e ¨ lies in R9. On the other1 jy1 i j i
w xside, if j s i, then f , e s az q h9, for some a g C* and some h9 g h li i
gX . Finally, we get f w s aw9 q x, for some x g R9. Since aw9 is a nonzero0 i
element in S, we can conclude.
PROPOSITION 6.1.2. Let l, m g Xq.
 . 1   .  .. 1   .  ..k . 1.i If l / m, then Ext S l , S m s Ext S l , S m . In par-C C
ticular, the partition of Xq into blocks does not depend on k.
 .ii If l is typical then
C if m s l,1
k .Ext S l , S m s .  . .C  0 otherwise.
 .iii If l is singly atypical, then
 q y 4C if m g T l, T l ;1
k .Ext S l , S m s .  . .C  0 otherwise.
 .  .Proof. Let E be a nonsplit extension of S l by S m . Since Q isE
 .nilpotent, we have Im Q ; S m ; Ker Q . If Q is not zero, it inducesE E E
 .  . 1.an isomorphism S l ª S m . Hence, if l / m, E lies in C , which
 . 2 2.proves i . In any case, Q s 0, so that E lies in C . If l is typical, thenE
 .Lemma 1.2.1, the exact sequence in Proposition 2.2.3 for k s 2 and
1   .  ..  .2.Proposition 3.4.1 imply that Ext S l , S l s C, which proves ii .C
 .Now, let l be singly atypical. Using Proposition 5.1.3 and assertion i ,
 .we must only check that S l has no nonsplit extension by itself to prove
 .  .  .2.assertion iii . By Lemma 2.2.3, we know that S l occurs in P l with
multiplicity 4, including once in the top and once in the socle. Besides,
 .2.  .2.  q .2.P l projects onto K l and DK T l , since these two monogenous
 .  .modules map onto S l . By Lemma 6.1.1, S l occurs in the second
 .2.  q .2.radical layer of K l and in DK T l , hence it occurs with multiplic-
 .2.  .ity 2 in the second radical layer of P l . It follows that S l does not
2. 2 2. .  .  .occur in rad P l rrad P l , hence S l has no self extension.
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6.2. Relations for Typical Blocks
 .PROPOSITION 6.2.1. Let G be a typical block and let x be an e¨en
indeterminate. Then G contains only one element l; besides C k . is equi¨ alentl4
w x  k .to the category of representations of C x r x and C is equi¨ alent to thel4
ww xxcategory of finite dimensional C x -modules.
 .k .Proof. By Proposition 2.2.3, the module P l is an extension of k
 .  .k . w x  k .simple modules isomorphic to S l and that End P l s C Q r Q .g
The proposition now follows for instance from the quiver theorem.
6.3. Relations for Singly Atypical Blocks
Let G be a singly atypical block and l g G. As in the proof of Theorem
5.2.1, but now in C k ., we choose an irreducible morphism D" :G l
 l "1 .k .  l .k . " " llP T l ª P T l corresponding to the arrow d s d : T l ªl T l
T l "1l in the Ext-quiver of C k ..G
 .LEMMA 6.3.1. Notations as above. It is possible to choose the operators
"  .D l g Z such thatl
k" " q y y q; l g Z, D D s 0 and D D q D D s 0. .l l "1 l lq1 l ly1
Proof. First of all, Lemma 2.2.3 and Proposition 5.1.3 show that
w  l .k .  l " 2 .x " "P T l : S T l s 0, hence D D s 0. Note that this relationl l "1
does not depend on the choice of the operators D".l
 q y .k  y q .kNext, we show by induction that D D s a D D for somel ly1 l lq1
a s a g C*. The assertion for k s 1 was proved in Theorem 5.2.1. Forl, k
every b g C*, let us consider the endomorphism J s DqDy qb l ly1
bDyDq . Since J commutes with Q s Q k ., it induces an endomor-l lq1 b P l.
 .k .  .k .  .1.phism of P l rQP l , P l . Theorem 5.2.1 implies that this
endomorphism is zero for some b g C*; in this case, we have Im J ;b
 .ky1.Ker Q , P l . But by induction, there exists some c g C* such that
 q y .ky1  y q .ky1  .ky1.the relation D D y c D D s 0 holds in P l . If wel ly1 l lq1
compose by J , we get the required relation with a s bc here, we use theb
" " .fact that D D s 0 .l l "1
q  . yNow, we do not modify D l g Z , nor D , but we multiply succes-l 0
y y y y  .sively D , D , . . . , D , D , . . . by scalars to replace a by y1 , using1 2 y1 y2 l, k
the remark after Proposition 1.2.2. The relation in the lemma follows.
THEOREM 6.3.2. Let G be a singly atypical block, and l g G. The
category C k . is equi¨ alent to the category of representations of the followingG
qui¨ er:
dq y2 dq y1 dq dq q dq q2 dqT l T l l T l T ly3 y2 y1 0 1 2
v v v v v v vG ??? | | | | | | ??? .
y y y y y yd d d d d dy2 y1 0 1 2 3
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with relations
2 2 kq y q y y q " "R d s d s d d q d d s 0, where d s d . .  .  .  . k l
lgZ
Let A be the Z-graded algebra presented by two generators dq and dy
 q. 2  y. 2of respective degrees 1 and y1 and relations d s d s 0, and Ak
 q y y q.kbe the quotient of A by the relation d d q d d s 0. Modulo the
choice of a particular vertex l in G, the category of representations of
GrR can be identified with the category A k . of finite dimensionalk Z
Z-graded A -modules. Changing the base point l corresponds to shiftingk
the grading in A k .; changing the Z-grading of g amounts to exchange TqZ
and Ty, or, equivalently, dq and dy.
Proof. By Corollary 6.1.2, the Ext-quiver of C k . is the one describedG
in the theorem. Let us choose irreducible morphisms as in Lemma 6.3.1.
By the quiver Theorem 1.4.1, this choice determines a system of relations
RX on G, and an equivalence of categories between C k . and GrRX -mod.k G k
Lemma 6.3.1 shows that RX contains the system of relations R describedk k
in the theorem, so that we can consider any representation of GrRX as ak
graded A -module. Let ek . be the composition C k . ª GrRX -module ¨Äk G k
A k ..Z
Indecomposable projectives in C k . are monogenous, and, by LemmaG
2.2.3 and Proposition 5.1.3, they have length 4k, so their image under ek .
are monogenous of dimension 4k. Therefore, they are projective, because
A is local of dimension 4k. Since ek . allows to identify projectives in C k .k G
and projectives in A k ., these two nice categories are equivalent, henceZ
XR s R .k k
7. INDECOMPOSABLE GRADED A- AND A MODULESk -
 .In this paragraph, we derive a classification of nilpotent indecompos-
able graded A-modules from Ringel's classification of nongraded modules
w xin 10 . First of all, we describe the parameter sets, then we associate an
A-module to every parameter, and finally we prove that we get a complete
list of indecomposable graded A-modules.
Ä7.1. The Parameter Sets: G , G , G1 2 2
 .A weighted oriented graph G s G, t is an oriented graph G of type
Ä 0 .A or A the cycle with 2 p vertices , with vertex set G and edge setp 2 py1
G1, endowed with a ``weight'' function t : G0 ª Z. Given such a G, we
1  .  .  .define a function s : G ª Z by s i ª j s t j y t i . A weighted
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oriented graph is admissible if
 . 1 <  . <1 for any edge f g G , we have s f s 1;
 .2 for any distinct edges f and f 9 with a common vertex, we have
 .  .s f s f 9 s y1;
 .3 G has no nontrivial cyclic automorphism.
It is strongly admissible if in addition
 .4 the oriented graph G is not an oriented loop.
 .  .Of course, 3 and 4 always hold if G has type A . Here is an examplep
Äof type A :7
To motivate the definition of an admissible graph, let us mention that
 .  .conditions 1 and 2 are useful to define a graded A-module from a
 .  .graph see 7.2 below ; condition 3 is necessary for the module to be
 .indecomposable; condition 4 ensures the nilpotency of the operator
q y Äd d for graphs of type A . For cyclic graphs, we need more data to2 py1
define a module.
ÄLet G be an oriented graph of type A . For any couple of distinct2 py1
1  4edges f , f 9 g G , we define a sign « g y1, 1 by the following condi-f , f 9
tions: when f and f 9 have a common vertex i, « is y1 if i is a source orf , f 9
a sink and 1 otherwise; for three distinct edges f , f 9, f 0, we require that
 .N« s « « . Thus « is y1 , where N is the number of sinks andf , f 0 f , f 9 f 9, f 0 f , f 9
sources ``between'' f and f 9. This makes sense because there are as many
sources as sinks in G.
 .We denote by V the class of pairs V, f , where V is a finite dimen-
sional vector space and f is an indecomposable automorphism of V i.e.,
.an automorphism with only one Jordan block . An equipped graph is a
  ..triple G, f , V, f , where G is an admissible weighted oriented graph of1
Ä 1  .type A , f g G , and V, f g V . We will say that two equipped2 py1 1
  ..  X  ..graphs G, f , V, f and G9, f , V 9, f9 are isomorphic if there exists an1 1
isomorphism of weighted oriented graphs p : G ª G9 and an isomorphism
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of vector spaces p: V ª V 9 such that f9 s pf «p f1, f X1 py1. Such an isomor-
phism does not necessarily map f on f X.1 1
For example, if f and f9 are conjugated isomorphisms of the vector
  ..   ..space V, then D, f , V, f is isomorphic to D, f , V, f9 . Also, the1 1
following equipped graphs are isomorphic we forget about V, and f is1
.the arrow where f is marked :
Notation. We will denote by G the set of isomorphism classes of1
Äadmissible weighted oriented graphs of type A , by G the set of isomor-p 2
Äphism classes of equipped graphs, and by G the subset of G formed by2 2
isomorphism classes of strongly admissible equipped graphs.
Relation with Ringel's Combinatorics
Let W be the set of words in the letters a, b, ay1, and by1 such that an
a or an ay1 is followed by a b or a by1 and conversely. The inverse of a
word C s l ??? l is ly1 ??? ly1. We denote by W the set obtained from1 n n 1 1
W by identifying a word and its inverse.
Let G be an admissible graph of type A . We number its vertices byp
 4 1, . . . , p such that there is an edge between i and i q 1 for i s 1, . . . , p
.y 1 . We associate a word to G, the ith letter of which being given by the
following table:
q q y yArrow i ¤ i q 1 i ª i q 1 i ¤ i q 1 i ª i q 1
 .T y1 y1Letter a a b b
We can find two possible words, depending on the numbering of the
vertices, but they are inverse of each other. Thus we get a well-defined
map W: G ª W . The following lemma is immediate.1 1
LEMMA 7.1.1. The map W: G ª W is surjecti¨ e. An element in G is1 1 1
well-determined by its image up to adding a constant to the weight function t .
w xFollowing 10 , we will denote by W 9 the set of words of nonzero even
Älength which are not the power of another word, and by W the set2
  ..  y1obtained from W 9 = V by identifying a pair C, V, f with C ,
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 y1 ..   ..V, f and with C9, V, f , where C9 is a cyclic permutation of C.
  ..Let g s G, f , V, f be an equipped graph. We number its vertices by1
 41, . . . , 2 p such that 1 is the source of f , 2 is the target of f , and there is1 1
 .an edge between i and i q 1 for i s 1, . . . , 2 p, identifying 2 p q 1 and 1 .
 . Let C be the word whose ith letter is given by the table T above for
.i s 1, . . . , 2 p . For example, the word associated to the graph G above is0
y1 y1  .a babab ab. Condition 3 implies that C is not the power of another
  ..word. It is straightforward to check that the equivalence class of C, V, f
Ä Äin W depends only on the isomorphism class of g in G .2 2
Notation. We define the weight of a letter l to be y1 if l is a or by1
y1 < <and q1 if l is a or b; the weight C of a word C is the sum of the
Ä 0 Ä  ..weights of its letters. We denote by W the subset of pairs C, V, f g W2 2
such that C has weight 0. The proof of the following lemma is straightfor-
ward.
Ä Ä Ä 0 ÄLEMMA 7.1.2. The image of W: G ª W is W . An element in G is2 2 2 2
determined by its image under W, up to adding a constant to the weight
function t .
Ä .7.2. The Modules M g , g g G j G1 2
Ä  .Let g g G j G . We want to define a graded A-module M g . If1 2
Ä   ..g g G , we choose a representative G, f , V, f in the class g. If g g G ,2 1 1
we choose a representative G in g and we set V s C.
 . < 0 <  0.Let M g be the direct sum of G subspaces V i g G , where V is ai i
 .homogenous space isomorphic to V concentrated in degree t i . Thus
M g s V . . [ [ i /
y1rgZ  .igt r
s  f . ÄFor any arrow f : i ª j, we let d act as Id: V ª V , except if g g Gi j 2
and f s f , in which case we let f act as f. We extend the partially1 1
q y  .defined maps d and d by zero elsewhere. This makes M g into a
graded A-module. In the example above, with f s 1 ª 2, this module1
looks like
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 .LEMMA 7.2.1. Up to isomorphism, the graded A-module M g defined
abo¨e depends only on g and not on the representati¨ e we chose.
ÄProof. The assertion is clear if g g G . For equipped graphs in G , it is1 2
  ..enough to check the modules defined from G, f , V, f and1
  « ..G, f , V, f are isomorphic, where f and f are edges with a common2 1 2
vertex i and « s « . In this case, if M s [ 0V and M9 s [ 0V Xf , f jg G j jg G j1 2
are the corresponding modules, an isomorphism is given by Id: V ª V X ifj j
X"1j / i and f : V ª V .i i
Relation with Ringel's Nongraded A-Modules
Ä  .For every w g W = W , Ringel defines an A-module M w , and proves1 2
that he obtains a complete list of indecomposable A-modules. For exam-
Ä  ..ple, if C, V, f represents an element in W , with C s l ??? l , the2 1 2 p
 .  .vector space M w is the direct sum of 2 p spaces V i s 1, . . . , 2 p , alli
isomorphic to V, and every letter of C partially defines d" according to
the following rules:
Letter a ay1 b by1
 .T9 q q y yd d d d
Map V ª V V ª V V ª V V ª Viq1 i i iq1 iq1 i i iq1
The map d" acts as the identity unless i s 1. In this case, d" acts as f «,
where « s 1 if l is a or b and « s y1 if l is ay1 or by1.1 1
LEMMA 7.2.2.
Ä .  .i For g g G j G , the nongraded module underlying M g is1 2
  ..M W g .
Ä 0 .ii Let w g W j W . A graded A-module whose underlying module1 2
 .  . y1 .is M w is isomorphic to M g for some g g W w .
Ä Ä 0 .  .iii For w g W _ W , the module M w cannot bear a grading com-2 2
patible with the action of A.
 .  .Proof. Assertion i follows from the definitions. Assertion ii follows
 .  .from i and Lemma 2.3.2 ii . To say that a module M bears a grading
means that M is isomorphic to Mu t for all t g C*, where u is thet
automorphism of A defined by d"¬ t "d ", and Mu t is the module M
twisted by u .t
  .. u tBut if M is the module associated to C, V, f g W 9 = V , then M is
  y< C < ..the module associated to C, V, t f . Indeed, let us write C s l ??? l .1 2 p
Let V and V X be the copies of V necessary to construct Mu t andi i
  y< C < ..  .M C, V, t f respectively for i s 1, . . . , 2 p . We get the required
isomorphism by setting c s Id: V ª V X and c s t < l i? ? ? l2 p < Id: V ª V X for1 1 1 i i i
 .i G 2. This implies iii .
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7.3. The Classification Theorem
THEOREM 7.3.1. Any indecomposable graded A-module is isomorphic to
Ä .M g , for some uniquely determined g g G j G . Nilpotent indecomposable1 2
graded modules correspond to elements in G j G .1 2
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.2, indecomposable graded A-modules are ob-
tained by giving a grading to indecomposable A-modules when this is
w xpossible, and by shifting this grading. But Ringel's principal result in 10
 .states that an indecomposable A-module is isomorphic to M w for some
Äw g W j W . Hence the theorem results from Lemma 7.2.2.1 2
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